#TEAMNBCT WEEK
HAWAII STYLE

The Hawaii National Board Collective launched #TeamNBCT events in honor of the Class of 2021 educators. It was not just a matter of screen-to-screen messages but real appreciation and recognition that carried across the ocean, heart-to-heart.

To kick off the fun, Hawaii NBCTs were invited to be spotlighted on an interactive state map! We also enjoyed a helpful video tutorial demonstrating how to add the official NB digital badge to our signature. Throughout the week, educators from all over the nation wore their pin and posted #teamnbct, sharing wonderful encouragement with a vibrant online community!

Hawaii NBCTs were celebrated the last week in January 2022

#TeamNBCT Week
January 24-28, 2022

- MONDAY: NBCT Spotlight!
  - Let’s celebrate and showcase the nature and profile of NBCTs in our states, including yours! Join this exclusive and tell us a little about yourself here: htsb808nbcts.org

- TUESDAY: Your NBCT Signature
  - Add the badge and add the coming to your digital signature. Learn more with Tuesday’s post on htsb808nbcts.org

- WEDNESDAY: Hawaii is #NBCTStrong
  - Meet our Hawaii NB Collective!
  - Check out the new page on our website and meet the NBCTs who are leading us in Hawaii. Reach out and connect to your representatives!

- THURSDAY: NBCT Pin Day
  - Shop your NBCT pin today! Tag us: #NBCTpins and #TeamNBCT

- FRIDAY: Virtual Meet and Greet!
  - All NBCTs are welcome! Let’s meet and celebrate Hawaii NBCTs from 5:15-6:45 PM.
  - Zoom: https://hawaiinbctcollective.zoom.us/j/85625568626
  - Password: 85625568626

To cap off the week, the Collective board members reached out to convene and congratulate via live Talk Story. We laughed over a game, commiserated over the challenges and dreamed up future connections.

HTSB and the NB Collective sent each new NBCT a surprise gift to celebrate their accomplishment including their NBCT pin.

#TeamNBCT Pin Day Tweets

Many collaborated on this publication which includes the names and efforts of new/renewed National Board Certified Teachers.

*(If you see a person you know, reach out personally or encourage an Academic coach, PTA, administrator, or educational leader to join in celebrating this major accomplishment!)*

Celebrating National Board Certified Teachers in Hawaii!

More opportunities await us when we celebrate and grow together! Getting to know the strengths of one another is sparking partnerships that advance teaching and learning for Hawaii students. We will definitely stay connected! If you are ready to inspire fellow teachers to evidence accomplished teaching through the national board process, share your journey and get them in touch with our local network: htsb808nbcts.org